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What, Who & How

• Research Questions:
• What do new COM students know about citations?

• How do they want to receive instruction about citations?

• Focal Students:
• Incoming students: COUN 130 students, ENGL 92, 98, 116 involved in the online orientation pilot, College 

Success Saturday on May 10th, 2014 (graduating high school seniors)

• Research Process & Data Collection:
• Survey on knowledge of  citing and ways to receive this information

• Pre and post test on citing sources with an in-class librarian led instruction

• Four student interviews
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Pre & Post Test: 
Librarian Led 
Instruction

• Pre-test: students were asked to 
cite a source with no instruction.

• Post-test: Two Assessments

• Team generated citation 
using puzzle pieces

• Individual student citations 
on a research paper for 
COUN 130 class





Take-Away

• Students prefer face-to-face instruction during 
class time

• They thrive with interactive instruction
• Students know a lot about citations, but need 

encouragement to be more detail orientation and 
to manage time

• Librarians might set aside time to look at students’ 
citations

• Consider shifting the second library session to the 
day before the assignment is due

• Embedding this instruction in courses seems like 
the best way to accomplish this



Timestamp Name Email address For your "Dark Side" speech, which databases are recommended?

Encyclopedia articles are a 
good starting point for 

research.
What topic are you planning to 

research?
Please write down 3 to 5 synonyms or related 

terms for your topic. 
What is one useful thing you learned today? Why was it 

useful? What would you like to know more about? 

Need further help? Would you 
like the librarian to email you 

to set up a research 
appointment? Questions? Comments? 

9/4/2013 12:04:14 Cindy All of the above TRUE online bullying cyber bullying, blustering, imperious I learned how to use different databases efficiently. nothing else, thanks! No
Thank you for your information, I fee that it 
was useful.

9/4/2013 12:04:16 chris All of the above TRUE haven't decided n/a How to properly use the search databases. how to find books in the library No

9/4/2013 12:04:23 Nour Al Hakim
nour.alhakim415@g
mail.com

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE stalking following, hidden tracking, creeping.

Being exposed to these different online databases will really 
help with the research and make it easier to gather information nothing else, thanks! No

9/4/2013 12:04:45 Ashley
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE stalking harassment, possessive, following

Limiting sources by type, such as magazines and newspaper 
articles more databases, how to find credible (trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 12:04:48 Anna
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE homophobia fear, negativity, gay, lesbian, hate

The different databases that are available to com students 
because it is easy access from mycom portal. And we know nothing else, thanks! No Thank you for your time and help! :)

9/4/2013 12:05:00 Jonathan
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE homophobia Oppression, bias, ignorant

Multiple sites for researching my topic in a professional 
manner and efficient. Its useful because its reliable information citing sources, how to find books in the library, notetaking No

9/4/2013 12:05:18
Yesica Batres 
Suarez

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE jealousy trust, insecurity, resentfulness 

I learned how to send myself articles from the places you 
showed us including the APA format of work cited. how to find books in the library No

9/4/2013 12:05:30 Ted Gale Virtual Reference Library , CQ Researcher TRUE
Drug and Human trafficking and 
online anonymity narcotics, slavery, organized crime, tor, internet privacy

emailing articles to yourself, very helpful for collecting quality 
sources.

citing sources, how to find books in the library, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 12:05:35 joe handlen
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE eating disorder (AN), (BN), binge eating how to access other sources of information nothing else, thanks! No

Thanks, the presentation was very 
informative and helped me make progress 

9/4/2013 12:05:36 yocelyn Gale Virtual Reference Library TRUE infidelity insecurity, unhappiness, boredom how to email an article to myself citing sources No

9/4/2013 12:05:43 Amanda Araki
poohcy_192@yahoo
.co.jp Academic Search Complete, CQ Researcher TRUE online bullying

Verbal
Attacks

how to use the Synonyms
how to use all different research bases, and which one has citing sources, search strategies No Thank you for your thoughtful help!!

9/4/2013 12:05:44 Kristel
Krystalg1@gmail.co
m

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE eating disorder bulimia, anarexia, eating problems 

I learned how to search in the websites and how to email 
myself articles. citing sources No

9/4/2013 12:05:46 Melissa Mukul Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete TRUE jealousy Envy, insecurity, trust issues how i can get information online. how to find books in the library, notetaking No Thank you.! 

9/4/2013 12:05:46 Anthony Sarcona Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete TRUE jealousy Jealousy, Envy, Insecurity, Over-possessiveness
I learned how to find valid information on my topic quickly and 
efficiently. notetaking No The new librarian did a very good job.

9/4/2013 12:06:02 Erika
erikahernandez_89
@hotmail.com All of the above TRUE jealousy Love, Insecurity, Relationship, Possession, Marriage

All of the recommended database for this research. All of the 
website seem very helpful to research. notetaking No Presentation was great.

9/4/2013 12:06:06 Alex All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse
drug abuse 
alcohol abuse New useful search techniques nothing else, thanks! No

9/4/2013 12:06:21 Hye Jin Kim All of the above TRUE eating disorder racism, discrimination, racial profiling
learned about what kind of database is useful on different 
researches. search strategies No

9/4/2013 12:06:35 Zachary Taylor
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE homophobia heterosexism, discrimination,  societal norms

The various databases presented offer material from a variety 
of sources. Information from encyclopedias, newspapers, how to find credible (trustworthy) websites No

Thanks for showing us the library 
database.

9/4/2013 12:07:06 april hyatt
trianglespiralmix@g
mail.com

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE sexism

sexual harassment, machismo, possessiveness, gender 
bias

I learned different research links/tools and what they are useful 
for. it was very useful and will probably help streamline my 

citing sources, how to find books in the library, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites Yes the librarian did a great job!

9/4/2013 12:08:09 comfort kollie All of the above TRUE stalking
following person without then knowing about it.
taking picture with person knowing it every thing were helful search strategies Yes

9/4/2013 13:40:52 AJ All of the above TRUE infidelity cheating, faithful, marriage, relationships Dave's awesome! nothing else, thanks! No

9/4/2013 13:40:52 ross All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse substance abuse, alcoholism, drug abuse How to access these databases. Yes it was very useful. how to find books in the library No Thank you for your presentation.

9/4/2013 13:41:09 Sophie
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE sexism gender inequality, discrimination, profiling

That I have access to these databases. Useful because i think 
they will be very helpful in my research. notetaking No Thank you!

9/4/2013 13:41:21 michel All of the above TRUE sexism sexual discrimination, gender inequality, harassment I learned how to use the online encyclopedia databases how to find books in the library, notetaking No

9/4/2013 13:41:27 sarah All of the above TRUE jealousy envy, revenge, green monster databases citing sources, more databases No

9/4/2013 13:41:31 Namkai Namkhai@live.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse
substance abuse, chemical dependency, addictive 
personality

I learned how to navigate this website and was given several 
ways to find important articles relating to my topic. how to find books in the library, notetaking Yes

9/4/2013 13:41:38 Charlotte
charminnette12@g
mail.com All of the above TRUE online bullying cyberbullying, bullying

Something useful i learned today was how to use the COM 
website to locate the research databases. how to find credible (trustworthy) websites No Thank you!

9/4/2013 13:41:43 sasha All of the above TRUE domestic violence domestic abuse, violence, dating violence
how to use the databases. It was useful because I now know 
how to find the cite links for articles. how to find books in the library No

9/4/2013 13:41:45 Boyoung Shin Academic Search Complete TRUE eating disorder diet model obesity find some databases
citing sources, search strategies, more databases, how to find 
credible (trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 13:41:53 Whitney Bynum All of the above TRUE domestic violence Domestic abuse, family violence, abuse, domestic
I found a very useful tool to refine a huge amount of 
information, to a smaller more useful pool of information. 

how to find books in the library, how to find credible (trustworthy) 
websites No Great job! You did a wonderful job.

9/4/2013 13:42:09 Kevin
kevclay71@gmail.c
om

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, Points of 
View Reference Center TRUE jealousy envious, green eyed,civetous another data base citing sources, search strategies, more databases, notetaking Yes

9/4/2013 13:42:09 gade
jadetuiloma@gmail.
com All of the above TRUE online bullying

insults, name calling, online bullying, negative social 
media 

how to research using databases, it helps with particular 
topics and learning about them in an informative way. more databases No

9/4/2013 13:42:18 Mark Academic Search Complete TRUE domestic violence Control, family dynamics and marital problems.
It was interesting to see the different research tool we have at 
COM. I had used some of the other before but none of those 4. how to find books in the library No Thanks!

9/4/2013 13:42:24 Rafael All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse Alcohol abuse, Intervention, substance abuse, drinking
The most important thing about this class was, the use of 
reliable databases for research.

citing sources, more databases, notetaking, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites No Tnank you.

9/4/2013 13:42:43 Oldhina oldhina@gmail.com
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE drug/alcohol abuse

color discrimination, stereotypes, racial profiling
substance abuse alcoholism how to use the date bases of the college 

citing sources, search strategies, more databases, notetaking, how 
to find credible (trustworthy) websites Yes It was great thank you 

9/4/2013 13:42:51 Sindy Smart All of the above TRUE stalking cyberstalking, obsessive behavior, prediction of crime 
Very useful databases that I would have not have found on my 
own. Would have just used Google and had to filter through 

search strategies, more databases, notetaking, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites No Thank you!!

9/4/2013 13:42:59 Asia All of the above TRUE domestic violence relationship violence, violence against a spouse
I learned that it is useful to use Gale Virtual Reference Library 
to gather information to build a foundation for my research notetaking No

Very critical refresher for all students 
when it comes to researching any topic 

9/4/2013 13:43:56 Valerie Ware Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete TRUE drug/alcohol abuse
substance abuse
binge drinking

I was already familiar with EBSCO but I found it useful to see a 
few more research databases that will be useful when 

how to find books in the library, notetaking, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 13:44:35 Marlene Elias
marlene.elias@yma
il.com

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE domestic violence

adultery
cheating

I learned how to use COM's online library databases more 
effectively and efficiently. nothing else, thanks! No Very informative, thank you =)

9/4/2013 13:46:31 Ragnvald Bernt
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE racism

Segregation, discrimination, racial profiling, 
stereotypes, cultural difference

I learned that I can email myself a PDF attachment of any 
encyclopedia article of almost any encyclopedia ever written. search strategies, how to find credible (trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 13:46:36
simmons Kidka & 
Carol Thomas All of the above TRUE

Domestic Violence , Infidelity and 
Drud and alcohol abuse

Alcohol: Benching, dopping and substance abuse
Domestic Violence: Spousal/Elder Abuse, Jealousy

The usefulness of the recommended databases for our 
research projects. And it was useful because it was subject 

citing sources, more databases, notetaking, how to find credible 
(trustworthy) websites No

9/4/2013 13:51:06 Mayra Martinez All of the above TRUE infidelity Cheating, relationship dissolution, lying, no trust 
I learned how to email the sources to myself so it is easier for 
me to just look it up on my email instead of going back to the nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:15:33
Kate 
Konstantynowicz

kate.konstantynowic
z@gmail.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse

Narcotic, Substance abuse, Alcoholism, Dependence, 
Addiction How to use online databases nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:15:53 Emily Yepez
yepez_emily@yaho
o.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse

dependency, substance abuse, addiction, dopamine, 
hallucinogens, chemical dependency How to use the databases citing sources, notetaking No Thank you!

9/9/2013 19:16:48 Marcus
marcusvrnunes@g
mail.com All of the above TRUE racism Racialism, xenophobia, discrimination, Prejudice learning about Gale Virtual Reference nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:16:58 Sydney
sydney.morse1@ya
hoo.com

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher TRUE jealousy Envy, inadequacy, threatened, rivalry, infidelity

I learned many useful things today, mostly being how to 
access the resources from all the databases on the Library nothing else, thanks! No Thanks for all the great information!

9/9/2013 19:17:05 huzaifah Bharucha
huzaifahbharucha@
yahoo.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse

substance abuse
alcoholism

i learned how to narrow down different points of search such 
as searching for newspaper articles or magazine articles. I've nothing else, thanks! No

Thanks a lot for coming and helping us 
out!!!

9/9/2013 19:17:06 Gloria Castillo
gloriacastillo4@sbc
global.net All of the above TRUE domestic violence Victims, self-esteem, abuse, bullying, social services The online Databases

citing sources, search strategies, more databases, notetaking, how 
to find credible (trustworthy) websites Yes

9/9/2013 19:17:28 Jane Anthony
janthony11@live.co
m

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE deception

lying, compulsive lying, deceit, falsehood, dishonest, 
pathological lying, misleading how to access library online resources/databases search strategies Yes

9/9/2013 19:18:02 David Roualdes
daroualdes@yahoo.
com All of the above TRUE racism

discrimination
stereotype How to use the COM library database citing sources No

9/9/2013 19:18:05 Ruth Siapno
ruthsiapno@gmail.c
om

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE eating disorder pica, eating disorder, non-nutritive 

I learned about the benefits of having a library card, and how I 
am able to use it at Dominican University. nothing else, thanks! No

I found this session very helpful. Thank 
you!

9/9/2013 19:19:20 Garrison Condon
garrisoncondon@g
mail.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse

addiction, "harm reduction", "self medication", "war on 
drugs"

Include in a bibliography the date on which an article was 
published. I will not forget this for my bibliography nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:20:17 Jennifer De La Cruz dlcz j@yahoo.com
Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, Points of 
View Reference Center TRUE online bullying harassment, tease, pester how to research my topic effectively how to find books in the library No

9/9/2013 19:20:35 Lei YU
yulei116163@hotm
ail.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse     

I leaned how to use the library research. It will help me to 
search all the information that I need, and I will use some 

citing sources, search strategies, more databases, how to find 
credible (trustworthy) websites Yes

9/9/2013 19:20:43 David P.Roualdes droualdes@me.com All of the above TRUE drug/alcohol abuse addiction, addictive behavior, pain relief
I learned about the extent of the databases which I did not 
know existed previously. nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:20:51 Giuliana
gmartinez2213@ya
hoo.com All of the above TRUE jealousy

insecurity
controlling I learned how to look up articles and books on line nothing else, thanks! No

9/9/2013 19:21:25 Ronald
ronald.selak@gmail
.com

Gale Virtual Reference Library , Academic Search Complete, CQ 
Researcher, Points of View Reference Center, All of the above TRUE in sports PEDs (Performance Enhancing Drugs)

The several different onine databases. Including the ones 
through mycom.

how to find books in the library, more databases, notetaking, how to 
find credible (trustworthy) websites No Very informative and concise instructions.

9/9/2013 19:22:02 Alexis
loganalexis48@yah
oo.com All of the above TRUE malicious gossip slander, lies, abuse

instead of accessing online information that is broad and 
debatable and may not be true the databases are useful tools how to find books in the library No informative and great 



English 
120 
Library 
Instruction

Please take the survey below based on the information presented by the librarian and 
on the library guide. Answers will be submitted to your professor and the librarian. 
Your answers will help the library support you better. Thank you!

* Required

Name *

Email address 

What's the difference between searching for this: "drinking age" and searching 
for this: drinking age? 

 "drinking age" will find "drinking" and "age" next to each other, but drinking age 
will find the word "drinking" and the word "age" anywhere in the document 

 "drinking age" will find articles about beer only, but drinking age will find articles 
about beer and wine 

Which databases are recommended for Essay #4? *
Check as many boxes as you like.

 Points of View Reference Center 

 CQ Researcher 

 Facts on File 

 Academic Search Complete 

 CountryWatch 

 ARTstor 

Request edit access

Page 1 of 3English 120 Library Instruction

8/16/2016https://docs.google.com/forms/d/18i8r9-ti2QcdHB8FHX04B2qP1riAH93qAbaxayWR1T0...



How are magazines and newspapers different from journals? *
Check as many boxes as you want.

 Magazine and newspapers are written for the general public, but journals are 
written for professors. 

 Magazines and newspapers are written by journalists, but journals are written by 
professors. 

 Magazine and newspaper articles are usually shorter and easier to read that journal 
articles. 

 Magazines and newspapers usually have pictures, but journal articles usually have 
text with charts and tables. 

 Magazines and newspapers do not cite their sources, but journal articles do. 

 Magazine and newspaper articles do not go through a peer-review process, but 
journal articles do. 

If we had more time, what would you like to know more about? *
Check as many as you like.

 citing sources 

 search strategies 

 how to find books in the library 

 more databases 

 notetaking 

 how to find credible (trustworthy) websites 

 more about the peer-review process 

 more advanced tips for searching Google and the Internet 

 nothing else, thanks! 

Need further help? Would you like the librarian to email you to set up a 
research appointment? *
Librarians enjoy one on one work, so don't hesitate to say yes! Also, if you say yes, 
please be sure you gave us your e-mail address above. Thanks!

 Yes, please 

 No, thanks 

Page 2 of 3English 120 Library Instruction
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Powered by

Questions? Comments? 
Thanks for coming today and for taking this survey. Good luck with your research!





This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Submit

Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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English 
150 
Library 
Instruction

Please take the quiz below based on the information presented by the librarian and on 
the library guide. Answers will be submitted to your professor and the librarian. Your 
answers will help the library support you better. Thank you!

* Required

Name *

Email address 

Overviews and encyclopedia articles are a good starting point for research. *

 True 

 False 

For your essay, which databases are recommended? *

 Points of View Reference Center 

 Academic Search Complete 

 Proquest News and Newspapers 

 All of the above 

What topic are you planning to research? *

Please write down 3 to 5 synonyms or related terms for your topic. *
Example: A related term for "American Dream" is "social mobility"

Request edit access
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What is one useful thing you learned today? Why was it useful? *





What would you like to know more about? *
Check as many as you like.

 citing sources 

 search strategies 

 how to find books in the library 

 more databases 

 notetaking 

 how to find credible (trustworthy) websites 

 nothing else, thanks! 

Need further help? Would you like the librarian to email you to set up a 
research appointment? *
Librarians enjoy one on one work, so don't hesitate to say yes! Also, if you say yes, 
please be sure you gave us your e-mail address above. Thanks!

 Yes, please 

 No, thanks 

Questions? Comments? 
Thanks for coming today and for taking this survey. Good luck with your research!
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English 
150 
Library 
Instruction

Please take the quiz below based on the information presented by the librarian and on 
the library guide. Answers will be submitted to your professor and the librarian. Your 
answers will help the library support you better. Thank you!

* Required

Name *

Email address 

Gale Virtual Reference Library is a good starting point for these reasons: *
Check as many boxes as you like!

 It's full of encyclopedia articles. 

 Gale Virtual Reference Library allows you to search many encyclopedias at once. 

 Encyclopedia articles provide good introductions. 

 Encyclopedia articles explain basic information. 

 Encyclopedia articles give you an overview: the "big picture" of a topic. 

 Encyclopedia articles give you clues for further research, such as important 
concepts, vocabulary, and a list of readings. 

 Encyclopedia articles build your background knowledge of a topic. 

 Gale Virtual Reference Library is like Wikipedia, except that the authors of the 
articles have been selected carefully. 

CQ Researcher offers long reports on controversial topics, such as 
homelessness, gay marriage, and immigration issues. *

 True 

Request edit access

Page 1 of 3English 150 Library Instruction
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 False 

Academic Search Complete is full of: 
Check as many boxes as you like!

 newspaper articles 

 magazine articles 

 journal articles 

How is a journal article different from a magazine article? *
Please list as many differences as you can think of. Example: A journal article is 
written by a professor or a researcher, but a magazine article is usually written by a 
journalist. 





EasyBib helps you create MLA citations. When would you NOT use EasyBib? 
Please write a very brief answer.

Need further help? Would you like the librarian to email you to set up a 
research appointment? *
Librarians enjoy one on one work, so don't hesitate to say yes! Also, if you say yes, 
please be sure you gave us your e-mail address above. Thanks!

 Yes, please. 

 Maybe. 

 No, thanks. 

If we had more time, what would you like to know more about? *
Check as many as you like.

Page 2 of 3English 150 Library Instruction
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 citing sources 

 search strategies 

 how to find books in the library 

 more databases 

 notetaking 

 how to find credible (trustworthy) websites 

 more about the peer-review process 

 more advanced tips for searching Google and the Internet 

 nothing else, thanks! 

Questions? Comments? 
Thanks for coming today and for taking this survey. Good luck with your research!





This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Submit

Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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English 
151 
Library 
Instruction

Please take the survey below based on the information presented by the librarian and 
on the library guide. Answers will be submitted to your professor and the librarian. 
Your answers will help the library support you better. Thank you!

* Required

Name *

Email address 

What did you think of Encyclopedia Britannica? *
Please rate your opinion of it.

1 2 3 4 5

not very useful in my opinion Extremely useful

Gale Virtual Reference Library is a database of online encyclopedia articles that 
are a good starting point for research. *

 True 

 False 

For your essay, which databases are recommended? *
Hint: You can check more than one answer.

 Points of View Reference Center 

 Academic Search Complete 

Request edit access
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 Proquest News and Newspapers 

 All of the above 

Which "conversation" pertaining to Frankenstein are you planning to 
research? *

 Literary Canon 

 Genre Studies 

 Science, Technology, and Ethics 

 Feminist and Gender Studies 

 Philosophical Debates 

 Popular Culture 

 Other: 

I have found all the sources of information I need and I'm ready to start taking 
notes and organizing your paper. 

1 2 3 4 5

strongly disagee strongly agree

What is one useful thing you learned today? Why was it useful? *





What would you like to know more about? *
Check as many as you like.

 citing sources 

 search strategies 

 how to find books in the library 

 more databases 

Page 2 of 3English 151 Library Instruction
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 notetaking 

 how to find credible (trustworthy) websites 

 nothing else, thanks! 

Need further help? Would you like the librarian to email you to set up a 
research appointment? *
Librarians enjoy one on one work, so don't hesitate to say yes! Also, if you say yes, 
please be sure you gave us your e-mail address above. Thanks!

 Yes, please 

 No, thanks 

Questions? Comments? 
Thanks for coming today and for taking this survey. Good luck with your research!





This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Submit

Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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ESL 86 
Library 
Instruction

Please take the survey below based on the information presented by the librarian and 
on the library guide. Answers will be submitted to your professor and the librarian. 
Your answers will help the library support you better. Thank you!

* Required

Name *

Email address 

For your presentation, which databases and resources are recommended? *
Hint: You can check more than one answer.

 CountryWatch 

 Gale Virtual Reference Library 

 JSTOR 

 Countries and Their Cultures 

 Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America 

 Auto Repair Databases 

I feel confident that I can find good quality information for my presentation. *

1 2 3 4 5

strongly disagree strongly agree

What is one useful thing you learned today? Why was it useful? *
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What would you like to know more about? *
Check as many as you like.

 citing sources 

 search strategies 

 how to find books in the library 

 more databases 

 notetaking 

 how to find credible (trustworthy) websites 

 nothing else, thanks! 

Need further help? Would you like the librarian to email you to set up a 
research appointment? *
Librarians enjoy one on one work, so don't hesitate to say yes! Also, if you say yes, 
please be sure you gave us your e-mail address above. Thanks!

 Yes, please 

 No, thanks 

Questions? Comments? 
Thanks for coming today and for taking this survey. Good luck with your research!
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Admin Sign In

Home Search Strategies Books and Databases Evaluate Resources Create a Citation For More Help

Get Help from the Library 

College of Marin Library

Kentfield
Learning Resource Center, 
   2nd Floor
Monday-Thursday 8 am - 8 pm
Friday 8 am - 4 pm 
415.485.9656

Indian Valley Campus
Bdg 27 (New Main Building), 
   Room 124
M, W, F:  8:30 am - 4:30 pm 
T, TH: 11:00 am - 7:00 pm 
415.883.2211 EXT. 8505

• AskALibrarian@marin.edu
Get help via email. The College 
of Marin Library is pleased to 
support our DE students by 
providing remote reference 
services via email. The librarians 
strive to reply to all email 
enquiries submitted between 
Sunday and Thursday within 24 
hours.

Librarians at COM 

Click HERE to find our more about 
the librarians at College of Marin

Comments (0)

Welcome to the HIST 216 Lib Guide! 

Hello! My name is John Erdmann and I am one of your librarians here at College of Marin.  
The  resources in this LibGuide will help you successfully locate, evaluate, and cite the 
information you need for your  research paper.  Please contact me if you have any 
questions or concerns. 

Hist 216 Library CRAAP Test

Hist 216 Library Worksheet

Hist 216 Syllabus and Assignment
Comments (0)

Student Learning Outcomes 

Our goals for this instruction include learning how to:

• Develop keywords to help locate relevant research.
• Locate information from the library databases and MARINet catalog
• Evaluate resources using the CRAAP Test.
• Cite a resource in MLA or APA format using online citation generators.

Comments (0)

Meet the Librarian

John Erdmann

Contact Info
Send Email

Links:
Profile & Guides

Subjects:
Behavioral Sciences, 
English/Humanities, Fine/Visual 
Arts, Social Sciences

Pre-test 

Take the Library Pre-Test.
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History 216: Library Survey
Thanks for coming today! Please help me improve my teaching by filling out this survey. Thanks!

* Required

Name *

Name *

E-mail Address 

What was the most interesting or useful thing you learned today? *





Would you like a librarian to e-mail you to schedule a one-on-one research appointment? *

We can meet for 15-30 minutes in the library and find some great information for your project!

 Yes, please! (Be sure to give me your e-mail above.) 

 No, thanks! 

 Maybe. 

If there were more time, what would you like to know more about? 

Check as many as you like.

 citing sources 

 finding books 
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 taking notes 

 evaluating websites 

 Other: 
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